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ABSTRACT 
A theoretical  investigation is made of the t ra jectory of 
a sol i tary charged par t ic le  which emanates f r o m  f r e e  space and 
is incident a t  the boundary of an idealized magnetic field. 
object is to a r r i v e  a t  some understanding of what is required 
of the magnetospheric field i f  charged so la r  par t ic les ,  incident 
a t  the magnetospheric boundary, a r e  to be prevented f r o m  being 
reflected back out of the magnetospheric cavity. 
The 
It is shown that reflection always occurs  when a charged 
par t ic le  is incident nea r  the equatorial  boundary of a s ta t ic  t e r -  
minated dipole f ie ld .  Consequently, the Lorentz force  equation 
and Newton's second law a r e  used in an  attempt to deduce some 
s ta t ic  and temporal ,  non-dipolar magnetic field variations required 
fo r  deep penetration; emphasis is put on the case  where the mag- 
netic field gradient is perpendicular to the boundary. 
Analog simulation and f i r s t  o rde r  theory a r e  then used 
to demonstrate  that a charged par t ic le  may en ter  and penetrate 
deep within a magnetic field when the magnetic field gradient i s  
not perpendicuiar to the Loiiiidary- of the field.  The rnndel  i ~ s e d  
is not meant  to represent  the field nea r  the magnetospheric 
boundary. 
of this field on a sufficiently sma l l  spat ia l  and t ime sca l e .  
the analysis is intended to  demonstrate the feasibility of d i r ec t  
penetration a c r o s s  the magnetospheric boundary, in the event 
that the sufficient field variations do occur .  
Indeed, a t  the present  there  is  a lack of knowledge 
Rather ,  
1 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Statement of the P rob lem 
Recent space probes have revealed that the ear th ' s  magnetic 
field is confined within an elongated cavity due to the interaction 
of a so la r  p lasma with the geomagnetic field.  
generally thought to be a scurce  of the charged par t ic les  respon-  
sible f o r  such geophysical phenomena a s  the a u r o r a  polar is  and 
the radiation bel ts .  However, there  is no generally accepted 
theory of how the charged sc l a r  par t ic les  en ter  and then become 
trapped in the ea r th ' s  geomagnetic cavity. 
This plasma is 
This work is res t r ic ted  to an analysis of the penetration and 
subsequent trapping of a single charged par t ic le  in some s impli-  
fied models of this cavity. In addition, a review of some notable 
proposed mechanisms for  particle penetration and trapping is in-  
cluded. 
1 2 Previous Related Scudies 
Some of the f i r s t  ideas linking cer ta in  geophysical phenomena 
with charged par t ic les  coming f r o m  outer space resul ted f r o m  
e a r l y  investigations of magnetic s t o r m s .  The ea r ly  theories  of 
magnetic s t o r m s  usually attributed them to the action of some-  
thing propagated f r o m  the sun to the ear th .  Lord Kelvin (1892)  
was able to show that these s t o r m s  could not be the d i r ec t  resu l t  
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of variations in  the sun 's  magnetic field,  and Ha le t s  (1913) m e a s -  
h 
urements of the sun 's  field confirmed this .  Ccnsequently, the 
postulated so la r  agent became either ultraviolet radiation, o r  
some corpuscular emission.  
Birkeland's (1856) experiments lent credence to  the "corpus - 
cular"  theories: he found that when he shot e lectrons toward a 
smal l  magnetized sphere ,  many of the electrons were  guided 
toward the polar regions.  
the magnetic disturbances in high lati tudes,  and into the au ro ra  
This provided the f irst  insight into 
polar i s .  
Chapman and F e r r a r o  (1931, 1932, 1933) suggested that 
essentially neutral  clouds of ionized ma te r i a l  w e r e  emitted f r o m  
the sun during sol2.r s t o r m s .  
ea r th ' s  magnetic field by using Maxwell's (1881) solution f o r  the 
They investigated the effect on the 
case  ci i. dip31e f k i d  Faral le l  t9 ,  2nd approaching, 3 perfectly 
conducting sheet  ( s ee  F igure  1). The solution shows that the in-  
duced currents  in the perfectly conducting sheet  cause the field 
to be confined to the side of the shee t  &djacent to the dipole, and 
the field vanishes a t  two neutral  Fointh, Q, on the surfece of the 
sheet (also s e e  Dungey, 1958, pp. 137). Generalizing this resu l t  
to the case  of a neutral  ionized s t r e a m  approaching the ea r th ' s  
dipole field, Chapman and F e r r a r c  concluded (1931, pp. 83): 
"In the c a s e  of a s t r e a m  f r o m  the Sun advancing 
towards the Ea r th ,  a hollow space round the E a r t h  
is formed in the s t r eam:  the hclllow i s  open a t  the 
back of the E a r t h  (as viewed f r o m  the Sun). . . p a r t  
of the s t r e a m  which has collected near  the E a r t h  r e -  
- 3 -  
EARTH IMAGE+ 
R0- 
Figure  1. Field Configuration for a Dipole 
Para l le l  to ,  and Approaching, a 
Perfectly Conducting Sheet  
(Dungey, 1958). 
, 
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mains for  a t ime,  probably in the f o r m  of a ring 
round the equdtor: this grzdually disappears  by 
the passage of the ions and ~lectrons, along the 
Ear th ' s  Lines of f o r c e 3  i n k  the i tmosphe re  in  high 
latitudes 'I 
This was  the beginning of the cc,ncept that a geomagnetic 
cavity is fo rmed  in a n  ionized c t r eam cf so ldr  par t ic les .  How- 
eve r ,  since solar  s to rms  usually l a s t  f o r  no m o r e  than three 
days ,  Chapman and F e r r a r o  concluded that the geomagnetic 
cavity was only a temporary  phenomenon. 
La te r ,  measurements  of the z o d i a c a l  light by Allen (1946) 
and others ( see  Blackwell, 1956) indicated that there  were  e lec-  
trons in  all  space in the vicinity of the sun a t  all t imes ,  but their  
density and the fashion in which they were  moving could not be 
determined . 
Blerrriinn (1953'i Fred,cted th&t charged  pzr t ic les  were  being 
emitted continuous]) by  the b ~ n  
assumed by Chapman and r e r r a r o .  
nc": ;Gst in  p d s e s  a s  h7-d been 
H e  formed this conclusion 
a f t e r  showing that phztsn rdEat icn  Fresst i re  alone was not enough 
to explain why comet t L l s  alwuys pc'intsd away from the sun. 
Theoretical studies bv Parher 21958, 1'360. 1."6?) and Cham- 
b e r l a h  (1960) a l so  indicated & c;r_$?:,uo~t> ~ r n i s s i c n  oi so la r  par -  
t ic les .  They shcwed that the so la r  LGrGna was  unstable and 
mus t  be continually expanding outwhrd in the f o r m  of a very  low 
density plasma. Pkrke r  a l so  a r r ived  zt plasma velocities snd 
densit ies f rom coronal propert ies  
the t e r m  "sc la r  wind" in preference to  the e a r l i e r  terminology, 
In a-dditicn, he introduced 
-5 - 
"solar corpuscular  radiation, " in o rde r  to emphasize that a 
s t r e a m  of ionized so lar  mater ia l  is blowing against  the ea r th ' s  
magnetic field.  Striking confirmations to the ideas  and calcu- 
lations of Biermann and Parker  were  given by interplanetary 
space probes in subsequent yea r s .  
Gringauz e t  a l .  (1960) detected interplanetary plasma fluxes 
8 -2 -1 of about 10 par t ic les  c m  sec  on Lunik 2 and 3 .  However, 
they could not differentiate between a light b reeze  and a so l a r  
wind, nor could they determine the direction of flow. Explorer  
10 confirmed the Lunik fluxes, and, in addition, indicated that 
a definite wind came approximately f r o m  the sun with a velocity 
of about 300 k m / s e c  (Bonetti e t  a l . ,  1963). 
Before the satell i te e r a ,  Stb'rmer (1955) proposed that 
charged par t ic les  emitted f rom the sun may impinge upon the 
ear th ' s  a tmosphere a f te r  interacting with the geomagnetic field. 
He calculated mzny possible t ra jec tor ies  of a so l i ta ry  charged 
particle in a. dipole field,  and presented a theoretical  deduction 
of the lnca t i cns  of the auroral  zones.  However, his calculations 
with reasonable par t ic le  energies predicted higher au ro ra l  lati- 
tudes than a r e  observed. 
the ea r th ' s  magnetic field was a dipole extending out to infinity, 
(2) that no interplanetary field existed,  and ( 3 )  that the s t r e a m  
of so l a r  par t ic les  was not neutral ,  but of one sign. 
recent  space probes have suggested that the inaccuracy in Stbp- 
m e r ' s  deduction sf the locations of the a u r o r a l  z0nes was due to  
His  major  assumptions were  (1) that  
However3 
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an oversimplification of the problem. 
In view of the observational ccpnfirmaticr, of the continual 
geomagnetic cavity by Explorers  10, 12, 14, 18 (Imp-1), and 21 
(Imp-Z), S t o r m e r ' s  use of a pure dipole field was a ve ry  c rude  
approximation. In addition, field measurements  on P ioneer  5 
(Coleman e t  a l . ,  1960) detected an interplanetary magnetic field 
- 5  of the order  of a few gamma (1 gamma = 10 gauss) .  
The Mariner  2 spacecraf t  and the Imp-1 satel l i te  have indi- 
cated that protons and He nuclei a r e  present  in the so l a r  wind. 
S to rmer ' s  theory of the au ro ra l  zones had supposed the so la r  
par t ic les  to be of one sign. 
of charged par t ic les  of one sign would produce ve ry  la rge  e lec-  
t r i c  f ields,  it is now generally believed that the so la r  wind is 
neut ra l ,  a t  l ea s t  on a macrmcop ic  sca l e .  
However, since the required s t r e a m  
In addition to supplying data to confirm cr deny theories  
about the long known polar phenomena, the satel l i tes  uncovered 
an entirely new magnetospheric phenomenon- -the existence of 
geomagnetically trapped high energy par t ic les  (Van Allen, 1960). 
Innumerable subsequent probes confirmed the existence of two 
broad zones of penetrating par t ic les :  an  outer  zone where the 
energy appears mostly in the e lec t rons ,  and an inner  zone where 
i t  is pr imari ly  in the protons.  
is not known. 
The source  of these par t ic les  
I t  i s  quite possible that the so la r  wind is a t  l ea s t  one of 
the sources  of the charged par t ic les  responsible f o r  the au ro rae  
- 7 -  
and the belts of geomagnetically trapped par t ic les .  
yet ,  there  has  been no generally accepted theory of how (o r  
even whether) the so la r  wind penetrates  into the ea r th ' s  mag-  
netic cavity. 
knowledge of the magnetic field configuration, and in  the c o r r e s -  
ponding lack of knowledge about the charac te r i s t ics  of the so l a r  
wind. In addition, it i s  not cer ta in  whether o r  not a geoelectric 
field ex is t s ,  and, i f  so ,  what affects i t  has  on the so la r  wind. 
But a s  of 
A major  difficulty l ies  in the absence of sufficient 
1 . 3  P resen t  Knowledge of the Geomagnetic Field and the 
Sola r Wind 
Satell i te investigations ( see  Cahill and Amazeen, 1963) have 
revealed that the geomagnetic field dec reases  radially within 
the geomagnetic cavity, a s  expected. But jus t  outside the cavity, 
the magnetic field suddenly changes magnitude and s t a r t s  wan- 
der ing in direction and magnitude. The region inside the cavity 
is called the magnetosphere; the boundary of the cavity,  t e rmed 
the magnetopause, is located a t  about 10 ea r th  radi i  in  the d i -  
rection of the sun,  and a t  about 14 ea r th  rad i i  a t  90 degrees  to 
the sun-ear th  direction. Opposite to  the sun, the cavity appears  
to increase  to a cylinder with a radius of about 20  ea r th  radii ;  
this ta i l  continues fo r  a long distance,  perhaps seve ra l  ear th-  
moon dis tances .  
to 30 gamma; near  the edge of the magnetosphere on the noon 
Within the ta i l ,  the field is of the o rde r  of 20 
-8 -  
meridian,  it is of the o rde r  of 40 to 80 gamma.  
A thin cu r ren t  sheet  in the tail ,  commonly r e fe r r ed  to as 
It is about the neutral shee t ,  was discovered by Ness (196%). 
600 k m  thick, and extends f r o m  about 10 ea r th  radi i  out to  beyond 
40 e a r t h  radii  in the tail. This sheet  of eas t -wes t  c u r r e n t  sepa-  
r a t e s  the magnetic field in the northern section of the ta i l ,  which 
points toward the ea r th ,  f r o m  the southern section where  the 
field points away f r o m  the ear th .  
In addition, Explorers  12 and 18 have detected the presence  
of a shock wave a t  about 14 to 16 ear th  radi i  on the dayside of the 
ea r th .  This shock wave is formed in f ront  of the magnetosphere 
because the velocity of the so l s r  wind is g rea t e r  than the Alfven 
velocity, and is somewhat analogoub to the shock wave formed by 
supersonic flow pas t  a blunt body in gas dynamics.  
/ 
The region between the shock wave and the magnetopause is 
r e f e r r e d  to a s  the msgnetosheath o r  transEtiGn region, and is 
experimentally character ized by a magnetic field which i s  turbu- 
lent compared to the field within the magnetosphere.  Beyond the 
shock wave a sma l l ,  slowly varying interplanetary field of about 
4 gamma has  been detected.  
Figures 2 a and 2 b ( f r o m  White, 1966) summar ize  what i s  
presently known about the environment in the vlcinity of the ge0-  
magnetic cavity. 
It is now known (Bridge e t  a l . ,  1965; IG  Eulletin, 1964) that 
the so l a r  wind is coming approximately radially f r o m  the sun 
-9 - 
INTERPLANETARY N I k’’ 
REGION _G/,;Es3”’ ,MAGNETOPAUSE 
m INNER ELECTRON BELT 
IF...l OUTER ELECTRON BELT 
\m STABLE TRAPPING REGION 
Figure  2 a .  Section Through the Magnetic Cavity 
(White, 1966). 
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BOUNDARY OF 
MAGNETIC CAVITY 
SOLAR WIND 
TRAPPING REGION SURFACE 
OUTER ELECTRON BELT \i' INNER ELECTRON BELT 
Figure 2 b. The Magnetic Cavity (White, 1966). 
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with a velocity of about 300 to 500 k m / s e c ,  and the energy spread  
of the par t ic les  in the wind is narrow compared with the average 
directed energy (AE/E = 0.01). 
* 
In addition, the wind is very  
gusty,  showing fluctuations in density,  energy, and energy spread  
on a t ime sca le  of the o r d e r  of hours .  
While the so l a r  wind is thought to be approximately neutral  
on a macroscopic  sca le ,  only protons and He nuclei have been 
detected.  But without a t  least  quasi-neutrali ty,  unreasonably 
high e lec t r ic  fields would exist; thus electrons must  a l s o  be 
present .  Typical par t ic le  densities have been found to  be of the 
o rde r  of 3 to 15 p e r  cubic cent imeter .  
1 .4  Penetrat ion of Par t ic les  
The details  of the magnetospheric boundary a r e  of especial  
significance in the discussion of the source  of par t ic les  inside 
the magnetosphere.  
can move only along a field line o r  through a point where there  
is no magnetic field. 
depends upon the model of the magnetospheric boundary used.  
There a r e  two general  types of models which have been proposed 
s o  f a r :  the closed model, and the open model.  
In the f i r s t  approximation, ionized par t ic les  
Whether these cases  a r i s e  in one's theory 
In the closed model (see F igure  3), the ear th ' s  magnetic 
field is completely contained within the cavity. However, there  
a r e  two neutral  points (designated by N) corresponding to Chap- 
-12- 
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man (In 3 dimensions, these 
a r e  l ines ,  not points . )  Although the existence of an interplane- 
t a ry  magnetic field had been known, the magnitude was assumed 
to be negligibly sma l l  ( see  Dungey, 1954) in the development of 
this model. 
leading up to  the closed model, as well  a s  an extensive biblio- 
and F e r r a r o ' s  Q (see Figure 1). 
Blum (1963) presents a good review of the work 
graphy 
With the discovery of a regular  interplanetary magnetic field 
by Pioneer  5, Dungey (1961) developed the open model of the mag-  
netosphere.  The main feature of the open model is that some 
geomagnetic field l ines a r e  connected with the interplanetary 
field. 
ward  interplanetary field. In this par t icular  c a s e ,  there  a r e  two 
neutral  points (designated by N),  one on the front  and the other  
on the tail  of the cavity. 
Figure 4 is a sketch of the model f o r  the case  of a south- 
In both models,  charged so lar  par t ic les  impinging a t  the 
neutral  points may t rave l  unimpeded along the l ines of force 
which connect Lhe neutral  poiiits to the ea r th .  
however, charged particles may a l so  en ter  the magnetosphere 
by spiraling along the field lines which connect the geomagnetic 
field to the interplanetary field. 
1; the  ~ p e ~  =d !, 
In both cases  the locations of the neutral  points a r e  such 
a s  to suggest a mechanism for  the source of au ro ra l  par t ic les  
only. 
new, however. 
The idea of particle penetration a t  a neutral  point is not 
A s  a resul t  of his observations of so l a r  f l a r e s ,  
-14- 
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Giovanelli (1947) suggested that discharges of charged pzr t ic les  
should occur a t  neutral  points in a magnetic fikld. Hoyle (1949) 
f i r s t  suggested that neutral  points may be responsible fo r  the 
p r imary  a u r o r a l  par t ic les .  Dungey (1958) extended Hoyle's 
ideas by arguing that not only should a discharge occur  a t  a 
neutral  point, but that individual par t ic les  can gain energy a t  the 
expense of the bulk flow. 
A s  pointed out by Dungey (1961), in the case  of the open 
model,  if the interplanetary field is directed northward, the s u r -  
face  of the l ines of force  enclose the ea r th ,  but it does not meet  
the ea r th .  
generated.  
southward interplanetary field. 
tailed discussion of the formation of neut ra l  points and an analy- 
s i s  of par t ic le  trajectoyies passir;g through the neutral  points. 
Consequently, in this ca se ,  no au ro ra l  zones 2 r e  
He therefore  concluded that there  i s  an approximate 
Speiser  (1964) presents  a de-  
The effectiveness of particle penetration along the field l ines 
in an open model,  as a source of pzr t ic les  in the magnetosphere,  
is not yet known. It i s  currently being studied by  Grebcwsky 
(1966) a t  the Fennsylvania State University.  
apparent  f r o m  Figure  4 that this should be principally a polar 
cap phenomenon. 
However, i t  is 
Thus,  neither model of the rnagnetosphereic boundary gives 
a steady source  of low latitude par t ic les  as  an  obvious effect. 
One m u s t  look fur ther  a t  the magnetospheric boundary €or  a 
source  of such par t ic les .  
-16 - 
c 
1 . 5  Specific Statement of the Problem 
One source of low latitude par t ic les ,  a s  well  as even pos-  
sibly aurora l  par t ic les ,  may  be a penetration a c r o s s  the mag- 
netospheric boundary. 
source .  
t a ry  charged par t ic le  which emanates f r o m  a field-free region 
and is incident a t  the boundary of a magnetic field.  
models of both s ta t ic  and time-varying magnetic fields will  be 
conside red. 
This work i s  concerned with such a 
In par t icu lar ,  i t  is concerned with the motion of a sol i -  
Some simple 
-17 - 
CHAPTER 2 
T R A J E C T O R Y  OF A SINGLE CHARGED P A R T I C L E  
IN THE EQUATORIAL P L A N E  OF A 
TERMINATED D I P O L E  
2 .1  Description of the Model 
F r o m  Figure  2 i t  i s  seen that the ear th’s  magnetic field is 
largely confined to the interior of the magnetosphere.  On the day- 
side of the ear th  nea r  the equatorial plane,  the field configuration 
of the in te r ior  of the magnetosphere may be approximated by that 
of a s ta t ic  magnetic dipole. I f ,  in  addition, i t  is assumed that no 
magnetic field exists on the sunside of the magnetopause, the geo- 
magnetic field nea r  the equatorial plane can be given approxi- 
mately by the terminated dipole (using spherical  coordinates) 
where r = 10 re (ear th  radii) 
0 
-d 7 = 6 . 3  x 10 meters  
and K is the ear th‘s  dipole moment (8.1 x 15 3 weber  -me te r ) .  
In o rde r  to gain some insight into the problem of par t ic le  
penetration nea r  the equatorial z.one of the magnetosphere,  the 
equations of motion will now be solved fo r  the case  of a single 
-18 - 
charged particle which is incident a t  the equatorial  boundary of 
the terminated dipole given by Equation (2  1). 
2 . 2  Solution of the Eauation of Motion 
In spherical  coordinates relative to the center  of the t e r -  
minated dipole (see F igure  5) ,  the velocity of the charged p a r -  
ticle i s  given by 
- - 
t v Z G vr Zr,  for  a l l  r .  e ae  4 4  v = v  
The particle i s  assumed to be traveling a t  a constant velocity 
in the f ree  space ,  in the equatorial  plane,  before impinging on 
the terminated dipole a t  ( r  @G), Without loss  of generali ty,  
i t  shal l  be required that B be perpendicular to the line connecting 
0’ 
(rO, 0) to(ro,  R )  f o r  r > r and that IT €, - 4o - < 2 R .  Therefore ,  - 0’ 
where #o = 3 ~ / 2  - arc tan  (Vo4/Var)2  
Ve = 0,  r - > r o ,  
and where V and Vor a r e  constants.  
- 04 
By using the Lorentz force  equation, F = q (V x B ) ,  and 
- 
Newton’s second law, F = d im 
and Equation (2.1) fo r  r r s in  e ,  one may  a r r i v e  at  the 
following three equations by equating vector  components: 
j /dt ,  together with Equation ( 2 . 2 )  
2 
0 - 
c 
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3 ( b / r  ) (Vr  s in  8 - 2 V e  cos e) = dV /d t ,  4 
3 2 (b / r  ) V cos 8 = dV /d t ,  9 e 
- ( b / r  3 ) V9 s in  8 = dVr/d t ,  
where b = - (q/m) K 
and (q/m) is the charge-to-mass rat io  of the par t ic le .  
In using Newton's second law, relativist ic effects drop  
out since d m / d t  i s  ze ro  for  a l l  velocities when the only applied 
force  i s  purely magnetic; this is proved in Appendix A .  
2 Also proved in Appendix A i s  the fac t  that I v I is a 
constant. Therefore ,  by Equations ( 2 . 2 )  and ( 2 . 3 ) ,  
2 2 2 = v e 2  t v + vr , f o r a l l r .  2 04 t V o r  + V ( 2 . 7 )  
The particle is  assumed to  have no initial velocity in the 
The only way to impar t  a velocity component in 
- 
a 
the a 
direction. e 
direction is by the interaction ( c ros s  product) of the e 
radial  field with the velocity component in the a 
there  is n G  radial  field component in the equatorial  plane of the 
terminated dipole. 
mus t  always be 90 degrees .  
direction. But 
9 
Therefore ,  V e  must  always be ze ro ,  and 8 
Consequently, Equation (2 .6 )  reduces to 
- ( b / r  3 ) V9 = dVr/dt  
and Equation ( 2 . 7 )  yields 
c 
-21- 
2 2 v 4 = d ( V o ;  t Vor ) - vr . 
Combining Equations (2 .8 )  and (2 .9 )  g' ive  s 
2 = dVr/dt .  + ( b / r 3 )  d ( V o t  + Vor ) - Vr - (2.10) 
By using the chain rule fo r  derivatives,  together with the 
relations hips 
V = r (d+/dt) ,  @ 
and 
Vx = d r / d t ,  
one readily finds that 
f o r  e = 90°, 
a 4) .  (2  . 11) 
By using Equations ( 2 . 9 )  and (2.11) i n  (2.10), one obtains 
After rearranging terms in Equation (2.12), and noting that 
a V / a  V = 1, one a r r ives  at  the following expression: r r 
-22-  
In order  to solve ( 2.13), i t  may be noted that by applying 
the chain rule f o r  differentials to  dVr, and again using the r e -  
lationship a V r / 8  V r  = 1, the following equation may be found. 
Next, consider three vectors  which a r e  defined a s  follows: 
- 3 2 2 -  z 3 = r  v Z * 
r r  or 
2 -  
a y  
2 
V 
- -  
where a , 
Note that Equation (2.13) implies 
a a r e  the unit vectors  in ( r ,  4, V r ) - s p a c e .  r a4a v 
(2.17) 
- - z3  - z2 = 0 
and Equation (2.14) implies 
(2.18) 
(2.19)  
4 
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The solution of Equation (2.13) in ( r ,  @, V )-space is a r 
- 
surface,  Vr ( r ,  @). 
face .  
to the gradient,  Z2 .  
solution to Equation (2.13), and since z and 
to the gradient of the surface,  
point on the surface by requiring that z, be paral le l  to z 
point. 
Z and z 
equation may  be  wri t ten.  
In addition, Z2 is the gradient of this s u r -  
By Equations (2.18) and (2.19) ,  z, and z a r e  both normal  3 
- 
Since the whole surface Vr ( r ,  4) i s  a 
a r e  both normal  1 3 
- 
, i t  i s  possible to generate a z2 
at  that 3 
Consequently, the corresponding vector components of 
mus t  be proportional a t  that point, and the following 
- 
1 3 
d r  d4 
'- 'r 
(2 .20)  
By Equation ( 2 . 2 0 )  , af ter  rearranging t e r m s ,  one finds that 
- d r  vr dVr 
r 
Therefore , 
(2 .21)  
L 
o r  
( 2 . 2 2 )  0 
V r dVr C --. 
2 2 2 
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Integrating Equation ( 2 . 2 2 )  and rearranging the t e r m s  gives 
The required boundary condition is that 
Therefore ,  by Equations (2 .23) ,  (2 .24) ,  and ( 2 . 9 ) ,  
2 1 
o b 0+~7' r c =  - v  
0 
(2 .23)  
(2 .24)  
(2 .25)  
where  V may be positive, negative, o r  ze ro .  09 
B y  substituting Equation (2.25) into Equation (2.23) and 
rearranging t e r m s ,  one finds that 
( 2 . 2 6 )  
The minus ( - )  sign applies when the par t ic le  i s  traveling toward 
the dipole, and the plus ( t )  sign applies when the par t ic le  is 
traveling away f r o m  it .  
B y  Equation (2.263,  V ( r ,  +o) = 0 when r = r , where  
r P 
r 
n 
-25 - 
In o r d e r  to sa t i s fy  the requirement that r 
in Equation (2.27) i s  used when the charge is negative, and the 
minus ( - )  sign is used when the charge i s  posit ive.  
< ro, the plus (t) sign 
P -  
Note that f o r  r < r Vr ( r ,  + ) becomes imaginary.  There-  PY 0 
fo re ,  r 
the charged par t ic le  may penetrate.  
is the closest  radial position to the dipole center  which 
P 
F igure  6 i l lustrates  the behavior of V ( r ,  $I ) fo r  the case  r 0 
of a charged par t ic le  which has  a non-zero init ial  radial  com- 
ponent of velocity. Initially, Vr ( r ,  +o) = Vor, a negative quan- 
tity; then, as the arrowheads indicate,  a s  r approaches close to 
r Vr ( r ,  +o) increases  algebraically. At r = r VJ r ,  9,) = 0; P’ P’ 
but the radial  component of velocity cannot remain  equal to z e r o  
indefinitely because d Vr ( r  
(2.10). 
par t ic le  mus t  move i n  a positive radial  direction. At r = ro ,  
Vr ( r ,  +o) = -V (a positive quantity), a s  shown in F igure  6 .  o r  
Consequently, since the radial velocity of the par t ic le  cannot 
drop  discontinuously- to z c r o  at thc b ~ ~ n d z r - y  of thz  zquitsria! 
plane of the terminated dipole, the par t ic le  must  enter  back 
into f r e e  space.  
+,)/dt # 0,  according to Equation 
P’ 
Therefore ,  Vr ( r ,  +o) must  become positive and the 
F o r  the case  of a positively charged par t ic le  where 
- 0 ,  r --c r by Equation ( 2 . 2 7 ) .  Therefore ,  
the t ra jec tory  of the particle is mere ly  a s t ra ight  line which is 
tangential to the boundary of the terminated dipole. 
Vo+ 0 and Vor P 0 
-26-  
4 
I -  
Figure 6.  Behavior of V r ( r ,  c # I ~ )  for  the Case of a 
Positive Charge with a Non-zero Initial 
Radial Component of Velocity. Inequalities 
a r e  Reversed for  the Case of a Negative 
Charge. 
-27- 
And, f o r  the case  of a positively charged par t ic le  where 
V < 0 and Vor -. 0 ,  points P and Q both approach ( r o ,  0)  in 
F igure  6 ( a ) .  --c 0 ,  the particle must  
be reflected back into f r e e  space since Vr ( r ,  +o) must  be con- 
tinuous. 
0 4  
But,  in the l imit ,  a s  V 
o r  
A s imi l a r  analysis holds fo r  the case  of a negatively charged 
par t ic le .  The conclusion, therefore ,  is that no charged par t ic le ,  
regard less  of sign of charge,  energy ,or  m a s s ,  can become 
trapped in the equatorial  plane of a static terminated dipole. 
The actual t ra jectory m a y  be found by calculating $(r) .  Le t  
( r  , $I ) be the coordinates of the point of the t ra jec tory  c loses t  
to the center  of the dipole. 
F P  
By Equatien (2 .20)  
(2 .28)  
By substituting the differential ,  dVr, f r o m  Equation (2.21) into 
Equation (2.28)  and integrating, one finds that 
G ( r )  - G (ro) + +, where r > r > r , such that 
0 -  - P  
r - r  
P’ 
2 G (rp) - G (ro) - G ( r )  + +o, where  r P -  < r < - r 0 ’  
4 ( r )  = 
such that r - ro,  
( 2 . 2 9 )  
-28- 
where  
2 I v 1 \ 
, I "ox I 4  1 
where  r and Vox a r e  defined a s  follows: ox 
2 2 
l / rox  = (2/b)  Vo+ f- l / r  0 
2 2 2 v = v "!- Vor . 
ox 04 
Figure 7 is a sketch of severa l  possible t ra jec tor ies  of a 
single charged par t ic le  of constant energy. 
2 . 3  Discussion of the Solution 
As explained e a r l i e r ,  and demGnstrated by the use of 
F igu res  6 and 7 ,  i f  a single charged par t ic le  emanates  f r o m  f r e e  
space and travels in the equatorial  plane of a s ta t ic  terminated 
dipole, such that i t  is incident to the dipole field anywhere along 
-29 -  
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Figure 7 .  Schematic of Electron Penetration in 
the Equatorial Plane of a Static 
Terminated Dipole. 
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the equatorial boundary, i t  will  be completely reflected back 
into f r e e  space.  F o r  fur ther  discussion, i t  will be helpful to 
determine the maximum depth of radial  penetration when the 
par t ic le  is res t r ic ted  to move in the equatorial  plane. 
According to 
t ra t ion is given by 
Equation (2.27)  the fur thes t  radial  pene- 
r 
0 -
rP =q-- 
1 t c  
(2 ,30 )  
where 7 
1/2 
L 
t Vor2) t v } .  (2.31) 2 2 r  
b 09 
C =  
A s  before,  the plus I t )  sign in Equation ( 2.31’) is used when the 
charge i s  negative, and the minus ( - )  sign i s  used when the 
charge is  positive. 
ticle is an electron o r  a proton whose energy is l e s s  than 100 kev.  
Therefore ,  by using the binomial expansion of Equation (2.301, 
It may be shown that C << 1 when the p a r -  
one finds that 
r 
9 c<<  1. 0 Q r =  
P 1 t C l 2  
(2 .32)  
Let  A be defined a s  the maximum radial  distance which 
P 
the particle may  penetrate into the s ta t ic  terminated dipole. 
That is 
-31- 
A :  r - r .  
P O P  
(2 .33)  
Therefore ,  for  C << 1, by Equations (2.33) ,  (2 .32) ,  and (2.31),  
By substituting b = - ( q / m )  K into Equation (2 .34 ) ,  and noting 
that cos 9, = Vo$/(Vo$ 
2 1/2 
t Vor ) , one obtains 
2 
= rL (1 - cos $o) ,  f o r  a proton,  I 
( 2 .  35) 
In Equation (2 .35) ,  r is the L a r m o r  radius of the charged L 
5 part ic le  in a magnetic iieid of magnitude i i i r  
of the field along the equatorial boundary of the s ta t ic  terminated 
, the magniiude 
0 
dipole. By Equation (2.35) ,  the maximum radial  distance which 
a par t ic le  of a given energy m a y  penetrate var ies  f r o m  z e r o  to 
2 r L ,  depending upon the incident coordinate angle,  $ . Figure  
8 is a polar plot of the behavior of A as a function of $ , f o r  the P 0 
case  of an electron.  The plot for  the c a s e  of a proton is s i m i l a r ,  
except that the curve R-S-T  is rotated 180° about the line con- 
0 
7 
- 3 2 -  
I 
r / 
Figure 8. Polar Plot of the Behavior of Ap 
as a Function of the Coordinate 
Angle of Incidence, #o, fo r  the 
Case of an Electron. 
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necting ( r  , 3 ~ / 2 )  to the origin, ( 0 ,  4). 
0 
F o r  a 100 kev electron, r = 32 km, and for  a 100 kev L 
proton, r = 1375 km;  in both c a s e s ,  r << r . Consequently, 
since a charged par t ic le  penetrates radially into the terminated 
dipole for  a distance of 2 r 
a ve ry  sma l l  change in magnetic field during the course  of i t s  
t ra jec tory  within the dipole field.  
discuss  qualitatively the motion of a charged par t ic le  which is  
incident off the equatorial  plane, o r  a t  an angle to this plane.  
The motion of the par t ic le  may be resolved into two components, 
one along a field line and one perpendicular to i t .  As long as 
the velocity along the field line i s  not too high, the small L a r m o r  
radius means that the particle has  l i t t le t ime to sp i r a l  along a 
field line before again reaching the boundary of the terminated 
dipole. The conclusion, therefore,  i s  that reflection occurs  
everywhere in the general  equatorial  region. The motion of a 
par t ic le  which is incident near the poles is  more complicated, 
but will  not be considered because the magnetosphere is so un- 
like the terminated dipole at  high lati tudes.  
L L 0 
a t  mos t ,  the par t ic le  experiences L 
This fac t  may  be used to 
I t  may  therefore  be concluded that i f  the interplanetary 
field is ignored, the dipolar variation of the magnetosphere nea r  
the equatorial  region of the sunside of the magnetopause is in-  
sufficient to account for  particle trapping alone. Consequently, 
i f  charged par t ic les  which a r e  incident nea r  the equstorial  zone 
a r e  to be trapped by the geomagnetic field,  i t  appears  that 
- 3 4 -  
ei ther  temporal o r  non-dipolar spatial  variations of the geomag- 
netic field, o r  both, a r e  an important aspec t  G f  the trapping 
mechanism. In addition, since r << r f o r  electrons and p ro -  L 0 
tons of energy l e s s  than 100 kev,  the curvature  of the magneto- 
pause on the sunside of the ear th  has little effect on the t r a j ec -  
tory of such charged par t ic les .  
possible mechanisms which may contribute to the trapping of 
charged particles,  one may simply consider a s t ra ight  mag-  
netosphe ric boundary when investigating the problem f r o m  a 
single particle approach. 
So, in o rde r  to investigate some 
-35 - 
CHAPTER 3 
A CRITERION FOR THE TRAPPING 
O F  CHARGED PARTICLES IN AN 
ARBITRARY TERMINATED MAGNETIC FIELD 
3 .1  General  Description of the Terminated Fields  
to be Discussed 
AS a consequence of the resul ts  of Chapter 2 ,  the possi-  
bility of par t ic le  trapping in the equatorial  region will  be inves-  
tigated by considering the motion of a charged par t ic le  which i s  
incident a t  the boundary of a m o r e  general  magnetic field that 
is bordered ,  a t  l ea s t  in par t ,  by f r e e  space.  The object is to 
deduce some general  properties required of a s ta t ic  terminated 
magnetic field which will allow the par t ic le  to penetrate deep 
within the field,  ra ther  than be reflected baxk into f r e e  space.  
Two specific types of terminated magnetic fields will  be 
considered; namely, (1) a field configuration which has  a c i r -  
cular  boundary and is given by (using spherical  coordinates) 
= o  , r > r 7  
C 
and (2 )  a semi-infinite field region which has  a s t ra ight  
boundary and is given by  (using Cartesian coordinates) 
- 3 6 -  
In the f i r s t  c a s e ,  indefinite penetration will  be said to occur  
when a soli tary charged par t ic le ,  emanating f r o m  f r e e  space ,  
impinges upon the boundary of the field with a non-zero initial 
radial  component of velocity- -and continues to  move within the 
field with a net motion directed toward the origin of the coordi-  
nate sys tem (wherever that may be ) .  This would correspond to  
charged par t ic les  penetrating through the magnetospheric boun- 
da ry  and moving toward the upper a tmosphere of the ea r th .  
In the second c a s e ,  indefinite penetration will  be defined 
a s  occurring when the par t ic le  impinges upon the boundary of the 
field with a positive component af velocity in the a -direction-- 
and continues moving within the field with a net motion directed 
away f rom the boundary. 
Y 
Indefinite penetration may be regarded a s  being synony- 
mous with trapping in the c a s e  of a s ta t ic  terminated field; but, 
as i l lustrated in  Section 3 . 3 ,  in the case  of a t ime-varying t e r -  
minated field, trapping may occur without indefinite penetration. 
The case  involving the s t ra ight  boundary is included in 
addition to that with the c i rcu lar  boundary, because,  as ex- 
plained in Chapter 2 ,  if the L;rmor radius of the par t ic le  is  
sma l l  compared to the curvature  of the boundary of the f ie ld ,  
the boundary appears  to be essentially s t ra ight .  However, the 
-37  - 
cr i te r ion  f o r  indefinite penetration in both cases  turns out to 
be similar. 
3 . 2  Development of the Criterion 
F i r s t  consider  the terminated magnetic field given by 
Equation (3 .2) .  If a particle impinges upon the field with a 
component of velocity in  the third (i. e .  , para l le l  to  az) di-  
rection, that component stays constant since it is paral le l  to 
the field.  Therefore ,  that component may be disregarded as 
far a s  trapping is concerned, and the velocity of the par t ic le  
will  be given by 
- 
V =  v ax + v Z , for  a l l  x,  y. 
X Y Y  
And, a t  the point of incidence, (xo, O)? 
(3 .3)  
where  Vox and V a r e  constants. 
- O Y  
By using the Lorentz force  equation, F = q(V x B), and 
Newton’s second law, F = d ( m p / d t ,  together with Equation (3 .3)  
and Equation (3 .2 )  f o r  y - > 0 ,  one may a r r i v e  a t  the following 
two equations by equating vector components: 
- 3 8 -  
-(q/m) BZ Vx = dV /d t ,  
(q/m) BZ Y = dVx/dt, 
Y 
Y 
where (q /m)  i s  the charge- to-mass ra t io  of the par t ic le .  
In a manner s imi l a r  to the way equation ( 2 . 2 6 )  was derived 
in Chapter 2 ,  one may use ( 3 . 3 ) ,  ( 3 . 4 ) ,  and ( 3 .  5 )  to obtain 
~r V 2, - { (q/m) r B z  (x ,  y) dy + Vox 
OY 
0 
Y 
( 3 .  i )  
The plus 
is traveling in the positive a -direction, and the minus ( - )  sign 
t )  sign in Equation ( 3 . 7 )  i s  used when the par t ic le  
Y 
i s  used when the particle t ravels  in the opposite direction--that 
i s ,  back toward the boundary. In taking the integral  in ( 3 .  7),  x 
is kept constant since x E  y,  and V 
Y 
var iables  in the derivation of ( 3 . 7  ).  
a r e  t reated a s  independent 
Initially, the a -component of velocity is positive. 
fo re ,  one obvious sufficient condition f o r  indefinite penetration 
of a particle of given charge,  mass: and energy is that BZ(x ,y )  be 
such that 
There-  
Y 
fo r  a l l  y > 0 .  
If BZ (x, y) is such that f o r  a given charged par t ic le  of 
-39 - 
given energy, there  exists a y = y such that 
P 
then V (x ,  y ) = 0,  and the par t ic le  may o r  may not r eve r se  its 
motion in the a -direction, depending upon that particular 
BZ (x, y) .  Even if the particle does r eve r se  direction a t  some 
such point, that  does not mean i t  will not be able to s tay  within 
the field by again reversing i ts  motion a t  yet another point. A 
fami l ia r  example where this may occur is when the gradient of 
the field is smal l  over a Larmor  radius ,  so  that the particle 
motion may be descr ibed by the motion of i t s  guiding center ;  
since the par t ic le  moves about i ts  guiding center  with a cyclo- 
t ron motion, the actual motion of the par t ic le  r eve r ses  pe r i -  
odically in the a -direction, even though the velocity of the 
guiding center  may always have a ccjmpcnent along the positive 
a -direction. This particular example will be studied in m o r e  
detai l ,  with the aid of an  analog computer ,  in Chapter 4. 
Y P 
Y 
- 
Y 
- 
Y 
While Equation ( 3 . 7 )  cannot be used to descr ibe  the 
general  charac te r  of the field required fo r  indefinite penetration, 
i t  can be used to determine if a par t icular  s ta t ic  field will 
absolutely not allow indefinite penetration. F o r  instance , one 
immediate resul t  of Equation (3 .  7 )  is that i f  B 
of y only , and i f  in addition , i t  is a monotonically increasing 
is a function 
z 
-40- 
o r  decreasing function of y ,  then complete reflection wil l  occur .  
This i s  true because there  will exis t  a point y = y 
and since the integral  of BZ (y)  appears  within a bracket  that is 
squared,  and V i s  required to be continuous, the par t ic le  will  
be reflected back into f r e e  space.  
where  V 
P Y 
= 0; 
Y 
However, i f  BZ (y) undergoes sign r eve r sa l s  with increasing 
y ,  i t  i s  apparent that  ( 3  8) may be fulfilled fo r  a l l  y; thus the 
particle may penetrate the field indefinitely, o r  a t  l eas t  until 
the amplitude of BZ (y) becomes too l a rge .  
0, 
and a given charged par t ic le  of specified energy,  ( 3 . 8 )  may be 
If BZ (y)  i s  of the f o r m  B cos (ky),  then f o r  a given B 
0 
sat isf ied by making k large enough. F o r  example,  i f  Vox = 0 ,  
and BZ (y) = Bo cos &y)? then in o rde r  to  ( 3  8) to be satisfied 
i t  shall  be required that k be such that 
That is 
where 
(3.10) 
( 3  . 11) 
i s  the La rmor  radius of the charged par t ic le  in a constant mag- 
netic of magnitude 1 B 1 . Near the boundary of the equatorial  
zone of the magnetosphere,  on the sunside of the ea r th ,  the 
0 
-41 - 
-8 2 
= 32 k m  for  a 100 kev e lec-  
magnetic field is of the order  of 3 x 10 w e b e r / m  . F o r  the 
case  of B = 3 x 10 weber /m , 
t ron ,  and r = 1375 k m  f o r  a 100 kev proton. Therefore ,  f o r  
V = 0 ,  i t  is required that 
-8 2 
IL 0 
L 
ox 
-1 k > 3 x m , for a 100 kev electron,  
and 
-1 k > 7 .3  x m , for a 100 kev proton, 
in o rde r  f o r  (3 .8 )  to be satisfied in the case  where B 
3 x 10 w e b e r / m  cos  (ky).  And f o r  a given type of charged 
par t ic le ,  the required value of k i nc reases  a s  the energy of the 
incident par t ic le  is reduced. 
(y) = Z 
-8  2 
In light of the preceding discussion,  i t  appears  that if BZ 
is a function of y only, and i f  i t  may  be approximated over a 
region as a F o u r i e r  s e r i e s ,  then indefinite ( O F  a t  l eas t  deep) 
penetration is more  likely to occur i f  the coefficients of the 
dem-inant harm-nnic term-Sl B. are related to the corresponding 
harmonics  , k,  by the expression 
kJ 
(3.12) 
More generally,  i t  may be s ta ted that in the c a s e  of the 
magnetosphere,  i t  appears  that  i f  the gradient of the field i s  
perpendicular to the boundary, and if l a rge  non-monotonic vari- 
-42 - 
ations in this field occur  over a L a r m o r  radius ,  then par t ic le  
penetration into the magnetosphere may be enhanced. A s  an  
example of the distance over which such a la rge  variation is 
required,  it should be about 32 k m  fo r  a 100.kev electron and 
about 1375 k m  for  a 100 kev proton; the Variation mus t  occur  over 
sho r t e r  distances fo r  lower energy electrons and protons.  
F o r  the case  of a so l i ta ry  charged par t ic le  impinging 
upon the terminated field given by ( 3 .  1), one finds that the 
radial  component of velocity is given by 
L 
where  r < r . 
0 - 
r 
0 
J 
(3.13) 
3 Equation (3.13) may be found by substituting B 
in  Equations (2 .8 )  through (2.21), and solving fo r  V r . 
Equation ( 2 . 2 6 ) ,  V 
in the 2 
dence,  (ro, 40), along the boundary of the field.  
the integral  in (3.13), $I is kept constant since r ,  4, and Vr 
( r ,  49 fo r  K / r  e 
A s  in 
and VOF a r e  the components of velocity 04 
and a -direction, respectively,  a t  the point of inci-  
In evaluating 
9- r 
a r e  treated a s  independent var iables  in  the development of the 
equation. 
Since (3.13) i s  of the same  f o r m  a s  ( 3 . 7 ) ?  conclusions 
similar to those involving BZ (y)  may be found for  B 
substituting r f o r  y ,  and 4 f o r  x ,  in the previous discussion 
of BZ (y) in (3 .7 ) .  
( r )  by e 
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3 . 3  Extension of the Criterion to the Case of a Time-Varying 
Magnetic Field 
The object he re  i s  to investigate the t ra jec tory  of a single 
charged par t ic le  which emanates f r o m  f r e e  space and is incident 
a t  the boundary of the static field given by (3.14) and shown by 
the solid line in F igure  9 .  
distribution to vary ,  a s  shown by the dashed line in F igure  9 ,  
will be investigated by the use of (3.13). The s ta t ic  field i s  given 
Then the effect of allowing the field 
by 
2 K1 (rm - r ) ,  0 < r < rm; - -  I 
-2 K2 (rm - r ) ,  r < r < r  * m -  - C J  
2 K 3 ( r 0  - r ) ,  r < r < ro; 
0 
c -  - 
, r > r  
0 ,  
B* 
= 
where K1, K 2 ,  and K a r e  all positive constants.  3 
By Equations (3.13) and (3.14) fo r  rc < r < r 
0 ,  - -  
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where r < r < r . Initially, a t  r = r Vr = V-or < 0 .  There-  
fo re ,  i f  
c -  - 0 0 ,  
(3 .16)  
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f o r  r < r < r 
ticle will  penetrate the field radially to a t  l ea s t  r . 
kev proton, f o r  example,  
m / s e c ) 2 ;  so  if  V 
may be fulfilled i f  K3 (io - rc) = 3 x lo’ 
( ro  - rC) = 1000 k m .  
V will  become equal to zero  somewhere along the interval  
r C r < ro, and the proton will be reflected back into f r e e  space ,  
a s  i l lustrated by Figure  10.) 
then Vr < 0 f o r  rc < r C r , and the charged p a r -  
0 - -  c -  - 0’ 
F o r  a 40 
C 
6 t V 2 ,  equals ( 2 . 7 6  x 10 
(vO$ o r  
6 = 1 x 10 m / s e c ,  fo r  instance,  then (3.16) 
o@ 
-8 2 
w e b e r / m  and 
(However, if ( ro  - r ) > 1400 k m ,  then 
C 
r 
C 
Suppose the inequality in (3.15) i s  m e t .  Then, by (3.13) and 
(3.14) fo r  r < r < ro, m -  - 
where r < r < r . Again, i f  m -  - C 
2 
(V O$ + V o r  2 ,  > {  - ( q / r n )  K3 ( ro  - rc) 
t ( q / m ) K 2  (3.18) m 
fo r  r < r < r m -  - C’ 
radially to a t  l ea s t  r 
f o r  the c a s e  of a 4 0  kev proton, fo r  example,  i f  ( rc  - r 
then the particle will  continue to penetrate 
The inequality in (3.18) will be m e t  
) = 
. m 
m 
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500 k m ,  and the r e s t  of the pa rame te r s  a r e  a s  were  previously 
prescr ibed  f o r  (3.16) to hold. ( I f ,  on the other hand, ( r  - r )> 
1700 km,  Vr will  become equal to z e r o  somewhere along the 
interval r e r < r 
f r e e  space . )  
C m 
and the proton will  be reflected back into m C ’  
Suppose the inequality in (3.18) holds. Then, by (3.13) 
and (3.14) fo r  0 < r < ro, - -  
where 0 < r e r 
0 e r 
40 kev proton i f ,  f o r  example, r = 10 r (ear th  radi i ) ,  
K1 > 6 x 
were  prescr ibed  f o r  (3.16) and (3.18) to hold. 
. Now suppose that there  exis ts  r = r where 
m PY - -  
< rm,  such that Vr = 0 .  Such would be the case  f o r  a 
P 
0 e 
3 w e b e r / m  , and the r e s t  of the pa rame te r s  a r e  as 
Then the p a r -  
+’ Lic?e wil l  reverse  its radial rr,otior; a t  r 
flected back into f r e e  space,  as i l lustrated by Figure  11. 
and eventually be re- 
P 
Con- 
sequently, no trapping occurs in this par t icu lar  s ta t ic  field 
configuration. 
However, suppose that once the par t ic le  has  passed the 
radial  coordinate r with a negative radial  velocity, the field 
changes as indicated by the dashed line in F igure  9 .  
in the s ta t ic  case ,  i f  Vr = 0 a t  r = r 
C 
Then, a s  
where 0 e r e rm,  the 
P’ P 
-48 - 
b!! 
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t’ par t ic le’s  radial  motion will r e v e r s e  and i t  will  move toward r 
where r < r < r ( see  Figure 9) .  As the par t ic le  moves f r o m  
r toward r Equation (3.19) will still apply fo r  r C. r < r 
P C’ P -  - m’ 
and (3.17) will apply f o r  r < r < r (where the positive signs 
a r e  used in both c a s e s ) .  However, an expression fo r  the radial  
c t o  
m -  - C 
component of velocity must be determined anew f o r  r 
and for  r < r < r ; this may be done a s  follows. t -  - 0 
Equation ( 3.13) applies f o r  any terminated field where 
< r < r c -  - t 
the spherical  coordinate system i s  located within the field, and 
2 2 
(vo+ + Vor  ) where the field vanishes for r > r 
is a constant. Therefore ,  i f  a f ield-free region of infinitesimal 
In addition, 
0 
radial  thickness is  assumed to exis t  in the neighborhood of r ,  
where r < r < r 
integral  by an indefinite integral plus a constant of integration, 
(3.13) may be applied by replacing the definite c -  - t’ 
Here V may be in te r -  by Vot9. Q9 
preted a s  the Component of velocity in the a -direction which 
ot@ 
9 
and by replacing V 
the par t ic le  has  when i t  reaches the infinitesimal field-free 
region in the neighborhood of r .  Therefore ,  one may  wri te  
+ Vor2) -((q/m) s ( - 2  K2 (rm - r )  d r  
(3 .20)  
where r r <  r . c -  - t 
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One may  determine the quantity (C; 9 V ) by the requi re -  
t ot@ 
ment  that 
where  V ( r  - )  is  found by setting r = F in  ( 3 . 1 7 ) ,  and Vr (ret) r c  C 
is determined by setting r = r i.n ( 3 . 2 0 ) .  After performing 
C 
these substitutions one finds that 
0 6  - ( q / r n )  I C ; ~  (ICz - 2 r  r t '\r 
2 
m c  Ct 3. V = -(q/m) K 3  ( ro  - rc) ot+ 
( 3 . 2 2 )  
Therefore ,  by Equations 1 3 . 2 0 )  and ( 3 . 2 2 ) ,  one finds that 
2 
( 3 . 2 3 )  
where  r r <  I c -  - t '  
NQW i f  
-51- 
fo r  r < r < r 
into the interval  r r r . If, however, V = 0 a t  some 
then the particle will continue moving radially c -  - t '  
t -  - 0 r 
< r < r then the particle will  become = rtP' where C t p  t '  
trapped within the field and will  continue to move radially be-  
tween r and r a s  long as field distribution between r and r 
i s  a s  shown by the dashed line in F igure  9. Such would be the 
case  for  the previously discussed 4 0  kev proton i f  ( r t  - rm)z 
1100 k m ,  and the r e s t  of the pa rame te r s  a r e  a s  were  prescr ibed  
€or  (3.16) and (3.18) to hold. 
tP P t 0 
The time interval over which the 
required variation in  field mus t  take place for  such trapping, 
i s  of the o rde r  of half a La rmor  period of the proton, eval-  
uated a t  the average field experienced by the proton. 
average field i s  3 x 10 weber /m , f o r  instance,  then the 
L a r m o r  period of the proton is about 2 . 2  seconds.  
i f  ( r t  - r 
r < r r mus t  approximately double over a period of the 
If the 
- 8  2 
Therefore,  
) = 1100 k m ,  the field maximum on the interval  m 
c -  - 0 
orde r  of one second. 
Tf: on the other hand, ( 3 . 2 4 )  holds .. then one may de te r -  
in a manner similar to the way ( 3 . 2 3 )  mine V f o r  r < r < r r t -  - 0 ,  
was der ived.  I t  turns out that 
-52 - 
where r < r < r and K is  defined in F igure  9. If V = 0 fo r  t -  - 0’ t r 
some r = r , where  r < r < r , then the par t ic le  will  become 
trapped i n  the f ie ld .  
then the charged par t ic le  will  en te r  back into f r e e  space .  
in the case of the 40 kev proton, using the s a m e  pa rame te r s  a s  
were  prescr ibed fo r  (3.16) and (3.18) to hold, i f  ( r t  - rm) 2 
700 k m ,  then trapping will  take place.  
the maximum of the field must  therefore  increase  by 40 p e r  cent ,  
which is about 60 p e r  cent l e s s  than the increase  required fo r  
trapping in  the interval r 
which the increase  must  occur is  s t i l l  about the s a m e  o rde r  of 
OP t -  o p -  0 
But i f  V # 0 over the interval  rt < r < r 
0’ - -  r 
Again, 
If ( r t  - r ) = 700 km,  m 
< r < r * however,  the period over c -  - t’ 
magnitude. 
3 . 4  Discussion of the Results 
According to (3 .12)  , i t  appears  that  i f  the gradient of 
the magnetospheric field i s  perpendicular to the magnetospheric 
boundary, then particle penetration into the cavity may be en-  
hanced i f  large,  non-monotonic variations occur in the field 
over a La rmor  radius .  In addition, rapid temporal  variations 
(occuring over a period of the o rde r  of a L a r m o r  period) a r e  
seen  to be sufficient f o r  the enhancement of par t ic le  penetration. 
However, such temporal  fluctuations appear  to be too rapid to 
actually occur in  the case  of the magnetosphere.  
The bulk of the ma te r i a l  in this chapter was devoted to 
-53 - 
the special  case  where the gradient of the field is normal  to 
the boundary of a terminated magnetic field.  
the gradient i s  a t  an angle to the boundary will be the subject of 
Chapter 4, where the analog computer will be used to  supplement 
the ideas developed in  this chapter .  
some suggestions f o r  the nature of the field required f o r  p a r -  
t icle trapping in the equatorial region of the magnetosphere,  
they a r e  limited in that the t ra jectory must  be calculated fo r  
the case  when the field varies in two dimensions.  This i s  a 
The case  where 
W h i l e  ( 3 . 7 )  and (3.13) offer 
difficult task to per form without the use of approximations o r  
a computer .  
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C H A P T E R  4 
P A R T I C L E  P E N E T R A T I O N  INTO A TERMINATED F I E L D  
WHERE T H E  F I E L D  GRADIENT IS N O T  
PERPENDICULAR T O  THE BOUNDARY 
4 .1  Description of the Field 
Chapters 2 and 3 dealt  p r imar i ly  with par t ic le  Penetration 
into terminated field configurations where  the field gradient was 
normal  to the field boundary. 
a s ta t ic  terminated dipole field caused a single charged par t ic le ,  
incident nea r  the equatorial  zone of the dipole, to  be reflected 
back into f r e e  space;  consequently, in Chapter 3 ,  an  attempt 
was  made to  deduce some s ta t ic  and t ime-varying, non-dipolar 
field variations required fo r  deep par t ic le  penetration and t rap-  
ping, with emphasis on the case  where the field gradient was 
perpendicular to the boundary. 
In Chapter 2 i t  was shown that 
In the present  chapter  the case  where the field gradient 
The object is not normal to  the boundary will be Considered. 
is to investigate how particle penetration into an  a r b i t r a r y  
s ta t ic  terminated field i s  affected by (1) the energy of the 
par t ic le ,  (2)  the angle of incidence of the par t ic le ,  ( 3 )  the sca le  
of the field, and (4) by the angle between the field gradient and 
the boundary. 
tigated is i l lustrated in F igure  12, and given by (using C a r -  
te s ian coordinate s ) 
The s ta t ic  terminated magnetic field to be inves- 
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= 0, Y < 0, (4.1) 
where Box, B K and K a r e  a l l  positive constants.  
oyt x Y 
This par t icular  field configuration is not meant  to be a 
close model of the actual  field near  the magnetospheric boundary. 
Indeed, not much i s  kncwn about the nature  of the magnetic field 
in the vicinity of the magnetopause. 
investigating par t ic le  motion in the terminated field shown in 
F igure  12, some credulity may be lent to the possibility that  
charged particles may en ter  the magnetosphere by drifting p e r -  
pendicular to a field gradient that i s  not normal  to the magneto- 
spher ic  boundary. Therefore ,  since the credibil i ty of this pene- 
t ra t ion mechanism is the object of this investigation? a detailed 
quantitative analysis has no signiTicance and will  not be c a r r i e d  
out. 
Rather ,  i t  is hoped that by 
4 . 2  Analog Simulztion of the Equations of Motion 
By using Equations ( 3 . 5 )  and ( 3 . 6 ) ,  which were  der ived 
f r o m  the Lorentz force  equation aIzd Newton's second law, 
together with the following two relationships,  
Vx = d X / d t ,  
V = d Y / d t ,  
Y 
- 5 7 -  
one finds that 
2 2 
-(q/m) (dX/dt) BZ = d Y/dt , 
2 2 
(q/m) (dY/dt) BZ = d X/d t  . 
Therefore,  substituting BZ f r o m  (4.1) into (4 .4)  and (4 .5)  gives 
where Y > 0 ,  and - 
2 2 0 = d Y/dt  a 
0 = d 2 X/d t  2 , 
where Y < 0 .  The required boundary conditions a r e  
dX(O’)/dt = V V X  .., 
dY(O’)/dt = V V > O ,  
OY’ OY 
J, 
X(0’ ) = xo, 
Yo’ Yo 0 ’  4- Y ( 0  ) = 
Xo, and Y a r e  constants.  where Vox, V OY , 
0 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
-58- 
The equations of motion (4 .6 )  through (4 .9 )  were  s imu-  
lated on an analog computer (EA1 Model TR-48), according 
to well-known techniques , a t  the Pennsylvania State Univer - 
s i ty .  
Figures  13 through 19 show the simulated t ra jec tor ies  of 
a 40 kev proton fo r  various angles of incidence and magnetic 
field gradients.  In F igures  13 and 14, B = 4 x 10 weber /  -8 ox 
2 -6 -1 m , Kx = 1.38 x 10 m = ( I  e / m  I Box)/ l  v 1 , and B = 0 .  
In Figures  15, 16, and 17,. Box = B 
Kx = K = 1.38 x 10 m . And in Figure 18, Box = 0 ,  Boy 
4 x weber /m2,  and K = 1.38 x 10 m . Figure  19 simply 
OY 
-8 2 = 4 x 10 w e b e r / m  , and 
OY 
- -6 -1 
Y 
-6 -1 
Y 
shows the t ra jectory of a 40 kev proton in a terminated constant 
magnetic field where 1 1 = 4 x 10 w e b e r / m  for  Y - > 0,  and 
I B 1  = o ~ o ~ Y < o .  
-8 2 
As i l lustrated by these f igu res ,  the proton motion can 
be classified according to four types of behavior: (1) the p ro -  
ton impinges a t  the boundary where the flux density is high, 
causing it. to be reflected back into f r e e  space a f te r  penetrating 
about a Larmor  radius;  (2 )  the proton s t r ikes  the boundary 
where  the flux density is not quite so  high, causing i t  to pene- 
t r a t e  indefinitely into the field region by drifting perpendicular 
to the field gradient;  (3)  i t  moves unimpeded into the field 
region by moving along the neutral  line ( see  F igure  12) of the 
field; (4) the proton is incident near  the neutral  point, Xn, 
with an angle of incidence which is oblique to the field gradient,  
- 5 9 -  
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causing the proton to  "bounce" back and for th  a c r o s s  the neut ra l  
l ine,  with an average velocity paral le l  to  the neut ra l  l ine.  
F r o m  the analog simulations,  i t  was found that an  inci-  
dent proton may penetrate indefinitely into the magnetic field if 
it is incident anywhere within a cer ta in  vicinity of the neutral  
point, X . Outside this vicinity, however, reflection always 
occurs  because the flux density is s o  high. L e t  this vicinity 
be  defined as the region of indefinite penetration. 
is  indicated in  F igures  13 through 17. 
n 
This region 
Since the width of the region of indefinite penetration is a 
m e a s u r e  of the number of protons in an  incident proton s t r e a m  
which would en te r  and s tay within the field, it is  of i n t e re s t  to 
investigate how the width var ies  with angle of incidence, par t ic le  
energy,  particle m a s s ,  f ield gradient,  and the sca le  of the field.  
F igure  20 shows how the width of the region of indefinite pene- 
t ra t ion was found to va ry  with proton energy f o r  the c a s e  of 
no rma l  incidence, where the magnetic field gradient is para l le l  
to  the boundary ( see  F igure  13), and a l l  other  pa rame te r s  a r e  
held constant. 
a function of the field gradient,Box Kx, f o r  various proton ene r -  
g i e s ,  all other pa rame te r s  being held constant. Due to machine 
and instrumentation e r r o r s ,  the accuracy  of the indicated width 
of indefinite penetration is about *0.1 x 10 
Rather  than trying to f i t  curves  to F igures  20 and 21 in o rde r  to 
deduce functional relationships to proton energy and field g r a -  
F igure  21 shows the corresponding variation as 
6 m e t e r s  in  these plots.  
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CALCULATED --- 
I I I I I I I I ,  
10 20 30 40 50 
PROTON ENERGY (KEV)  
Figure  20. Width of the Region of Indefinite 
Penetration Versus Proton Energy,  
f o r  the Case  of Normal  Incidence 
and Pa ra l l e l  Gradient.  
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Figure  21. Width of the Region of Indefinite 
Penetrat ion Versus K,, f o r  the 
Case  of a Normally Incident P r o -  
ton and a P a r a l l e l  Gradient .  
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dient, adiabatic theory will be employed in  the next section to 
a r r i v e  a t  these dependencies. 
F r o m  Figures  13 through 21, the following observations 
may be made. 
1 . )  By Figure 2 0 ,  when the magnetic field gradient is 
paral le l  to the boundary, and the proton i s  normally 
incident to the boundary, indefinite penetration may 
be enhanced by increasing the proton energy,  all 
other parameters  being held constant. 
2 .  ) By Figure 21, when the magnetic field gradient i s  
paral le l  to the boundary, and the proton i s  normally 
incident to the boundary, indefinite penetration may 
be enhanced by decreasing Kx, a measu re  of the 
magnitude of the field gradient,  Box ICx 
according to Figure 19, when K = 0, reflection 
occurs  a l l  along the boundary, as  expected. 
In the case  where the magnetic field gradient is 
para l l e l  ts the bcfifidzry, corn-parison of Figiires 13 
and 14 indicates that indefinite penetration m a y  be 
enhanced by oblique incidence of the proton, a l l  
other parameters  being held constant. 
However, 
x 
3 .  ) 
4 . )  F o r  the case  of normal incidence, comparison of 
F igu res  13 and 15 indicates that indefinite pene- 
tration may be enhanced by decreasing the angle 
between the magnetic f ie ld  gradient and the boundary. 
-70- 
5 . )  F o r  the case  where the gradient is oblique to the 
boundary, comparison of F igures  15, 16, and 17 
indicates that indefinite penetration may be en-  
hanced by oblique incidence of the proton. 
6 . )  In agreement  with the discussion of Chapter 3 ,  i t  
was found that indefinite penetration could not occur 
when the magnetic field gradient was normal  to the 
boundary. F igure  19 is a n  example.  
It was a l so  found that by increasing the sca le  of the field 
(that i s ,  by increasing B cr B o r  both), the width of the 
region of indefinite penetration could be decreased .  
ox OY' 
In order  to gzin some physical insight into what is r e -  
quired for indefinite penetrztior,,  the width o€ the region of 
indefinite penetration will  now be computed by using "f i rs t  
o rde r ' '  thecry f o r  the c a s e  of normal  incidence,  where the 
magnetic field gradient is paral le l  to  the boundary. 
4 . 3  Approximation of the Width of the Region of Indefinite 
Penetration by F i r s t  Order  Theory - 
It is well  known that the L a r m o r  radius ,  p ,  of a par t ic le  
of m a s s  m and charge q in 2- constant magnetic field of mag-  
nitude I B 1 is given by 
v ,  L 
P '  1 
1 B1 
(4.14) 
-71- 
. 
where V,  is the magnitude of the component of particle velocity 
which i s  perpendicular toB.  If a particle moves within a mag-  
netic field which i s  parallel  to  the z -ax is ,  but whose strength 
L 
changes along the x-axis ,  then a s  the par t ic le  gyrates in the 
xy plane, i ts  La rmor  radius will ,  according to (4.14),change 
over the orbit .  Such i s  the case  of t ra jec tory  T1 in F igure  13. 
According to the "first  o rde r ' '  theory developed by 
Alf&n (1950), i f  the charged par t ic le  experiences smal l  
spat ia l  inhomogenieties in  E ,  the motion of the par t ic le  may 
be descr ibed approximately a s  gyrating around a point which 
is moving; this instantaneous center  of gyration is called the 
"guiding center"  of the particle.  
cen te r ,  perpendicular to E ,  i s  t e rmed the "drift" of the p a r -  
And the motion of the guiding 
t ic le .  
More explicitly, according to AlfGen , if 
p 1, 
vL 
B 
(4.15) 
where  V,B is the gradient of the sca l a r ,  B ,  in the plane p e r -  
pendicular to B ,  and p is  the L a r m o r  radius ,  then the dr i f t  
velocity of the guiding center is given approximately by 
VD = V& 
2 B  
(4.16) 
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. 
Figure 2 2  i l lustrates  indefinite penetration of a proton into 
the field of Figure 12, f o r  the case  of normal  incidence, where 
the magnetic field gradient is paral le l  to the boundary. Here  
the magnetic field ( sca l a r )  is given by 
B = Box (Kx X t 1). (4.17) 
The motion of an incident proton ,s obviously symmetr ic  
about the neutral  line in Figure 22 .  Therefore ,  in F igure  2 2 ,  
V 
(4.18) 
It will be assumed that (4.15) holds at  the end points of 
the region of indefinite penetration, i .  e .  a t  X and X ; l a t e r  
on, a f te r  X1 and X have been formally determined by using 1 
f i r s t  o rder  theory,  i t  will be shown that (4.15) does indeed hold. 
I 
1 1 
I 
Inspection of F igure  22 shows that the condition fo r  inde- 
finite penetration a t  the end point of the region of indefinite 
penetration, X , i s  given approximately by 1 
p1 (4.19) 
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where 
Z I T  
, 
(4 .20)  
and VD i s  the dr i f t  velocity of the guiding center  of the proton. 
By Equations (4.16), (4.17) and (4 .20 ) ,  the condition f o r  
indefinite penetration a t  X given by (4.19), then becomes 1’ 
(4.21) 
In a s imi la r  fashion, i t  i s  found that the condition fo r  indefinite 
penetration a t  the other end of the region of indefinite pene- 
t ra t ion,  X is given by 
1 
1 
(4 .22)  
The end point, X was  found by using f i r s t  o rde r  theory.  1 
Now i t  must be determined whether or  not f i r s t  o rde r  theory 
does apply; that  i s ,  i t  mus t  be determined whether o r  not 
(4.15) is met .  p will  be evaluated a t  X1; that is In Q4.15), 
(4 .23)  
Therefore ,  by using (4.17j, (4.21) and (4 .23) ,  one finds that 
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(4 .24)  
fo r  a l l  Kx > 0. Consequently, (4.15) is me t  to some degree;  
therefore ,  f i r s t  o rde r  theory should give a solution which is 
a t  l eas t  somewhat close to being co r rec t .  
The width of the region of indefinite penetration, R ,  
shal l  be defined by 
I 
R 3 X2 - x2 . (4 .25)  
But, by inspection of Figure 2 2 ,  one finds that 
x 2 = x  1 - p  2 '  (4 .26)  
and 
1 1 
x2 = x1 t p 2 *  (4 .27)  
Therefore ,  by using (4.  21), (4 .22) ,  (4 .25) ,  (4 .26)  and (4 .27) ,  
one finds that 
Here p2 may be approximated by ( see  F igure  2 2 )  
(4 .29)  
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where  X = X1 - p 2 /  Q ,  tu a positive ccnstant .  ( 4 . 3 0 )  3 
By using (4.17), (4 .29) ,  and 64.309, one a r r i v e s  a t  
the following expre s sion: 
I 
(xl t 1 /K X ) *7/’Xl t 1/K X )2  - 4 V L / { cr Box 
- 
Q 2 / ~ j  
p2 - 
(4.31) 
Consequently, by  combining (4 .21)  and (4.31), one finds that 
(i. 32) L 
Therefore ,  by using Eqk;tions (4 .28 )  and (4.32), one 
finds that 
~ 
R 4 ((1 - a / 2 ) 5  * 51/2) B K (q /rn)  ox x 
(4 .33 )  
Since (Y > 0,  and since p2 (as well as R )  must be r ea l ,  
then, by (4.321, i t  i s  required that 
Q - > 16/(3 T). (4 .34 )  
In addition, i t  a l s o  turns  out that  fo r  16 / (3  T) < - CY - < 3 ~ / ( 3  IT- 41, 
- 7 7 -  
and fo r  (Y > 3  IT/(^ IT - 4 ) ,  the inequality in (4 .35)  is reversed .  
Therefore ,  since R i s  required to  be positive, the plus (t) 
sign in (4 .33)  must  be used when CY > 3 ~ / ( 3  IT- 4 ) ;  and for  
16/(3 IT) 5 CY - < 3  IT/(^ IT-  4 ) ,  e i ther  sign may be used in (4.33) 
in o rde r  to make R positive. 
There a r e  no constraints on CY other than (4 .34) ;  there-  
f o r e ,  CY cannot be determined without resor t ing to e i ther  
F igure  20 o r  21. Comparing the behavior of R predicted by 
(4 .33)  with the computer results shown in F igure  20, i t  turns  
out that  in o rde r  for  (4.33) to agree  with Figure 20 for  a t  l eas t  
the single case  where Kx = 0 . 2  x 10 
proton is 25 kev, i t  is required that 
-6 -1 m and the energy of the 
(1 - a / 2 )  f (1/2) 4 3  IT a2 - 16 cy = 1.8; 
that is , 
(3 IT a2 - 16 a ) / 4  = (1.8 - (1 - (Y/~)G)~ . (4 .36)  
Solving (4.36)  fo r  (Y gives (Y = 2 .  75, which is an allowable 
value since it is in accordance with (4.34) .  Consequently, i t  
appears  that the width of the region of indefinite penetration in 
F igure  22 ,  is given approximately by  
(4 .37)  R = 1.8 vL 
B K (q/m) J ox x 
-78- 
Plots of (4 .37)  corresponding to the cases  investigated 
by the computer a r e  shown in Figure 20 .  
ment  between the simulated and calculated curves  of F igure  20 
a t  l ea s t  lends support to the behavior of R as predicted by (4 .37) .  
According to Equation (4.17),  the width of the region of inde- 
finite penetration fo r  the c a s e  of a normally incident proton, 
when the field gradient i s  paral le l  to the boundary, is (1) p ro -  
portional to the fourth root of energy,  ( 2 )  inversely propor-  
tional to the field gradient (Box Kx), and (3)  inversely p ro -  
portional to the scale  of the field (Box). 
note that,  unlike the general  case  where the field gradient was 
normal  to the boundary: which was considered in Chapter 3 ,  
indefinite penetration i s  enhanced by sma l l  spat ia l  variations 
of the f ie ld . )  
The close a g r e e -  
(It i s  interest ing to  
By inspection of F igures  14 through 19, ca ses  involving 
oblique incidence o r  gradients 
boundary (o r  both) cannot always be solved by f i r s t  o r d e r  
theory.  
tion fo r  the widths of the regions of indefinite penetration fo r  
these cases  would be of much value. A s  was mentioned p r e -  
viously, the magnetic field configuration of F igure  12 was  not 
meant  to represent  the magnetic field nea r  the magnetospheric 
boundary. Rather ,  i t  is the author 's  hope that by investigating 
some t ra jector ies  of a proton into the f ie ld  of F igure  12, some 
credibility could be lent to the possibility that  charged p a r -  
which a r e  not para l le l  to the 
Nor i s  it believed by the author that an analytic solu- 
t 
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ticles may en ter  the magnetosphere by drifting perpendicular 
to a field gradient that is not normal  to  the magnetospheric 
boundary. 
The possibility of energy differentiation by a magnetic 
field was demonstrated by Figure  20 and Equation ( 4 . 3 7 ) .  
addition, since the direction of the cyclotron motion of a 
charged particle depends upon the sign of its charge,  it is 
apparent that there may also be a differentiation with respect  
to the sign of the charges  of incident par t ic les .  
in the case  of the magnetosphere, the field nea r  the boundary 
could a c t  like a f i l ter-- that  i s ,  i t  may allow some charged p a r -  
t icles to penetrate deep within i t ,  while rejecting o thers ,  
simply on the basis  of drift motion of the par t ic les .  
p resent ,  however, the lack of knowledge of the magnetospheric 
field on a sufficiently small  spat ia l  scale  makes i t  impossible 
L U  conclude any- azeh dr i f t  mcticr; actual?y dees G C C U T .  
In 
Consequently, 
At the 
I ^  
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This work is a theoretical  investigation s f  the t ra jec tory  
of a soli tary charged particlt: whii:h emanates f r o m  f r e e  space 
and i s  incident a t  the boundary of an idealized magnetic field.  
The object is  to a r r i v e  a t  some understanding of what i s  r e -  
quired of the magnetospheric field i f  charged par t ic les  s incident 
a t  the magnetospheric boundary, a r e  to be prevented f r o m  being 
reflected back out of the magnetospheric boundary. 
In Chapter 2 ,  the Lorentz force equation and Newton's 
seccnd l a w  a r e  used to a r r i v e  a t  the equations of motion of a 
sol i tary chnrged particle which is  incident along the equatorial  
plane of a terminated dipole magnetic field.  
motion a r e  solved analytically, and it i s  shc;wn that the incident 
par t ic le  is always reflected back into f r ee  space .  
The equations of 
Consequently, ir, Chapter 3 ,  an attempt i s  made to deduce 
some static and t ime -varying, non-dipold1 m3gnetic field 
variations required fer deep penetration and trapping ~ e m -  
phasis i s  put on the case  where the f ie ld  gradient is normal  to 
the boundary of the terminzted t ieid.  
f ie ld ,  when the field gradient i s  normal to  the boundary, i t  is 
shown that the incident charged pzrticlr: will  always be reflected 
back into f ree  space i f  the field is monotonically increasing o r  
decreasing;  but the par t ic le  may penetrate deep within the field 
For the case of the s ta t ic  
. 
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if large non-montonic variations in flux density occur over a 
L a r m o r  radius --localized field reversa ls  being an obvious 
example.  
Also,  fo r  the case  when the field gradient i s  normal  to 
the boundary, an  example of particle trapping due to t ime 
variations of the flux density is given in Section 3 . 2 .  
pointed out in this example, however, the t ime scale  involved 
is of the o rde r  of a Larmor  per iod ( e . g .  , about 2 seconds 
f o r  a proton in a field of 3 x 10 
sma l l e r  than the present ly  known temporal  variations of the 
magnetospheric field ( see  Cahill and Amazeen, 1963). 
As 
-8 2 w e b e r / m  ) - -  a period much 
Then, in Chapter 4, analog simulation i s  employed to 
show that a charged particle may penetrate indefinitely into 
a terminated field by drifting perpendicular to a magnetic field 
gradient,  provided the gradient i s  not perpendicular to the 
boundary of the field. In par t icular ,  using the terminated field 
of Figure 12 (together with reasonable pa rame te r s ) ,  i t  is shown 
that the t ransmissibi l i ty  of the par t ic le  at the boundary i s  de t e r -  
mined by (1) the energy of the par t ic le ,  (2) the angle of inci-  
dence of the par t ic le ,  (3)  the scale  of the field, and (4) by the 
angle between the field gradient and the boundary ( see  F igures  
13 through 21). 
a r r i v e  a t  an analytic expression for  the width of the region of 
indefinite penetration (defined on pp. 66 ), fo r  the c a s e  where 
the field gradient is parallel  to the boundary and the par t ic le  i s  
In addition, f i r s t  o rde r  theory is used to 
. 
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a normally incident proton; this expression,  Equation (4 .37 ) ,  is 
found to be in good agreement  with the resu l t s  of the analog 
simulations ( see  F igure  20) .  
This investigation of the t ra jec tor ies  of a proton into 
the terminated field of F igure  12 is  intended to lend some 
credibility to  the possibility that charged par t ic les  may en te r  
the magnetosphere by drifting perpendicular to a magnetic 
field gradient which is not normal  to  the magnetospheric 
boundary. In the case  of the magnetosphere,  this probably 
could be a local type of phenomenon, a t  bes t ,  in  the low la t i -  
tude regions of the sunside of the magnetosphere,  since the 
macroscopic behavior of the magnetospheric field is known to 
have a strong radial  dependence in this region ( see  Cahill and 
Amazeen,  1963). 
Matuura and Nagata (1960) a l so  considered a terminated 
magnetic field, making mention of the importance of the di-  
rection of the magnetic field gradient in affecting the t r ans -  
missibil i ty of the par t ic le  a t  the boundary. 
argued that once passed the boundary, charged par t ic les  may 
possibly take a "randon walk" into the magnetosphere due to 
i r regular i t ies  in the magnetic field (the mean life of an  indi- 
vidual i r regular  s t ruc ture  being assumed to  be of the o rde r  of 
10 seconds--a period considerably longer than the L a r m o r  
period of the par t ic les  considered).  
In addition, they 
At the present ,  however, the lack of knowledge of the 
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magnetospheric field on a sufficiently smal l  spatial  and time 
scale  ( see  Fairf ie ld  and N e s s ,  1966), makes i t  impossible to 
conclude that localized behavior of the magnetic field along 
the magnetospheric boundary may actually be a key factor in 
contributing to deep particle penetration of the magnetosphere.  
In the event that more  i s  learned about the field nea r  the 
magnetospheric boundary, a suggestion f o r  fur ther  study would 
be to simulate a m o r e  realist ic model in an attempt to confirm 
whether d i rec t  penetration of charged par t ic les  a c r o s s  the 
magnetospheric boundary is possible . 
-84- 
APPENDIX A 
Given: A single particle of charge q, m a s s  m, and velocity 
V, moves within an a r b i t r a r y  pure magnetic field,  B. 
- - 
To P r o v e :  i) I v I = K , a constant, and 
0 
ii) dm/dt  = 0 .  
Proof:  
- 
i) By using the Lorentz force equation, F = q(v x 
and Newton's second law, F -  d ( m v ) / d t ,  one finds 
that 
), 
- 
But since v and (v x B ) a r e  orthogonal, 
q t -  $VxB)-O. 
Therefore,  by (A.  1) and ( A .  2'1, 
I- O = T * V (dm/dt)  + m ( d v / d t )  {- 
I I I (dm/dt \  6 m * (dv /d t )  
= I 1 (dm/dt)  + (m/2) (d I 1 2 /d t ) .  ( A .  3 )  
Therefore,  by (A. 3 ) :  
Integrating (A.  49 g "  Ive s 
. -85 - 
But the m a s s ,  m, is a function of the velocity of the par t ic le ,  
increasing with increasing speed according to the relation 
where c is the speed of light, and m 
the par t ic le .  
is the “ r e s t  m a s s “  of 
0 
Therefore ,  by using (A.5) and ( A . 6 ) ,  one finds that 
which implies 
2 1 T 1 = K ~ ,  a constant. 
Q. E. D.  
2 ii) Since 1 V 1 is a constant, 
2 d l T 1  = O .  
Therefore ,  by ( A .  4) and ( A .  9 ) ,  
d m  = 0,  
which implies 
dm/d t  = 0 .  
Q. E. D .  
(A. 10) 
( A .  11) 
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